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INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a finite Hopf algebra over a (commutative) ring R. Assuming R 
is a field, Radford [5] recently derived a formula connecting the antipode S 
of A with certain group-like elements in A and its dual; from this he deduced 
that some power of S is the identity. The present paper gives a simpler 
version of this proof which extends to arbitrary R. We will also see that the 
group-like elements in A, though possibly forming an infinite group, all have 
bounded finite order. 
1. BACKGROUND 
In this section and the next, R will be a field ; A will be a finite-dimensional 
Hopf algebra over R, and A * = Hom,(A, R) its dual. For /3 in A* and h in 
A we can define an element h . /3 in A* by the condition that (h ./I, f) = 
(/3, fh) for all f in A4; similarly we define /3 . h by the condition that (/3 * h,f) = 
(/3, hf ). Thus A acts on A* on both sides, in a way transpose to its multi- 
plication actions on itself. Dually, A* acts on both sides of A; a different 
notation is necessary to avoid confusion, and we define /3 - h and h -/I by 
the conditions (y, fi - h) = (y/3, h) and (y, h - fl) = @y, h). 
An element h in A* is called an (invariant) integral if/3A = (8, 1) h for all 
/3, or equivalently (h, f -fi> = (8, l), (h, f) for all /3 and f. The integrals 
form a one-dimensional subspace, and if we fix a nontrivial integral X, the 
maps A- A* sending h to h . X or to h . h are bijective [3, p. 791. 
There is, of course, dually a nontrivial u in A for which hu = (6, h) U; 
here E, the counit of A, is the unit of A*. Some element of A* is nontrivial 
on u; writing that element as h . h, we have 0 # (X . h, u) = (h, hu) = 
(E, h) (X, u), and so (h, u> # 0. Changing u by a scalar, we may assume from 
now on that (X, u) = 1. 
For anyf in A we have huf = (E, h) f, u so uf is an integral, and hence it is 
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a scalar multiple of u. Sending f to this scalar is clearly an algebra homo- 
morphism A + R, and thus we have uf = (ar,f) u for some element (Y in 
A* which is group-like (that is, d(a) = LX @ 01 and (01, 1) = 1 and Sar = a-‘). 
Similarly there is a group-like element a in A such that A/3 = (fl, a> A. By 
analogy with locally compact groups we call (Y and a the modular functions. 
2. FOURIER INVERSION AND THE FORMULA OVEX FIELDS 
Everyone knows that applying the Fourier transform twice (integrating 
first over the group, then over its dual) sends f (x) to f (-x). The first state- 
ment in the following theorem is the analogue of this; the others are similar 
except that change of sides introduces the modular functions. 
THEOREM 1. Let A be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra. Then for all h in A : 
(i) (A . h) - u = Sh. 
(ii) (h * A) - u = S-l (a - h). 
(iii) u - (A . h) = (S-lh) a. 
(iv) u -(h . h) = aS(h -a). 
Proof. Recall that End,(A) . is made into an algebra by taking (T, V) 0 A 
as the product of T and Lr; the unit of this algebra sends h to (E, h) 1, and 
S is the inverse of the identity map [3, p. 771. Hence if, for instance, U is a 
linear map such that (id, U) A(h) = (E, hj 1 for all h, then U = S. This 
method is used in [3] to prove (i), and the other parts can be verified in the 
same way. 
Here, for example, is a proof of (ii). Since S is bijective by (i), we can 
replace h by S-l(cy - h); we must prove then that T(h) = ((m-l - Sh) . h) - u 
is the identity map. Computing the transpose operations, we see that if 
AU = C ZQ @ Uj’, then Th = C (A, uj’(a-l- Sh)) Uj . We now simply 
verify that any /3 has the same value on (T, S) A(h) as it does on <E, h) 1. If 
Ah = C hi @ hi, then 
6% CT, S> 44) = (P, C TV4 SW) 
= p, cc (A, q’(Ly.-1 - ShJ) +S(h,‘)) 
= (p @ A, (C Eli @j 24;) (C Shi’ @ (01-l- Shi))) 
= </3 0 A, A(u) A@-l - Sh)) = (/3 @ h, A(u(or-l - Sh))) 
= (01, a-l - Sh) @ 0 h, Au) = (E, Sh) (@, u> 
= (~9 h> (8, l> 0, u> = <E, h) 0% 1). 
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The other two are similarly easy but slightly longer, requiring the fact that 
group-likes satisfy a . (/$) = (a .fi) (a * y). I 
Part (i) is due to Larson and Sweedler [3, p. 801. The other parts, rather 
than being proved directly, can be derived with about equal effort from (i): 
Twist the multiplication or comultiplication or both, compute antipode and 
integrals there in terms of S, u, A, a, and LY, and interpret the resulting version 
of (i) back in the original algebra. It is this sort of argument, with somewhat 
more machinery, that is used in [5]. 
THEOREM 2 (Radford). Let A be a jinite-dimensional Hopf algebra. Then 
Sd(h) = o! - (&ha) - cl. 
Proof. For any /3, we see from (i) and (ii) that (A . h, u -j3B> = 
<B, (A .h) - uj = (/I, Sh:? = (j?, S-l(~l - (a-l - S2h))) = (8, (cl - S2h) . 
A- u) = ((01-l- S2h) . A, u i/3). Hence h . h = (a-1 - S2h) . A. From 
(iii) and (iv) we similarly deduce X . h = ((u-1S-2(h) a) L a-1) . A. Combining 
these two we have 
a-l - S2h = (u-l S-z(h) a) - cl. 
Replacing h by S2h we get the theorem. I 
COROLLARY. S is a linear map of finite order. 
Proof. Since a is group-like, (or-$%, a) = (8, a>, so a! - a - a-l = a; 
hence by induction .F(h) = 0~” - (a-nhuR) - 01-“. The group-likes of A” 
are linearly independent [6, p. 551, so they form only a finite group; hence OL 
has finite order, as does a similarly. I 
3. THE FORMULA OVER RINGS 
With the proof for fields thus set up, we can easily generalize it. Let R be 
any commutative ring, and let A be a finite Hopf algebra over R (that is, 
one that is a finitely-generated projective R-module). The dual Ax = 
Hom,(A, R) still makes sense, as do the actions of A and A* on each other. 
The definition of integral remains unchanged, and the integrals form a 
projective rank one R-module [4, p. 5921. Right multiplication as before maps 
this submodule to itself. But the endomorphisms of such a module are 
canonically isomorphic to R; thus group-likes OL and a, the modular functions, 
still exist. 
Suppose for the moment that the integrals in A and A* form free R-modu- 
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les. Let h be a basic integral in A*; then from [4, p. 5941 we see that the maps 
of h to h . A and X . h are still bijective. By [4, p. 5921 the integrals are a module 
direct summand, so if u is a basic integral in A we have (A * h, u) = 1 for 
some element X . h in A*. Hence as before (A, u) is invertible, and we may 
assume (A, u) = 1. The proof of Theorem 1 now remains valid word-for- 
word. 
THEOREM 3. Let A be a finite Hopf algebra over a ring R, and assume that 
the integrals in A and A* form free R-modules. Then the formulas in Theorem 1 
hold. I 
Theorem 2 now holds when the integrals are free, since its proof also 
remains valid. But by [I, p. 1381 we can always find elements ri with 
2 Rri = R such that the projective rank one modules become free over the 
localized rings Rri . Since the integrals are defined as the kernel of a linear 
map, the localized modules are precisely the integrals of the Hopf algebras 
A $$ R,; and A* @ Rri = (A @ R,J*. Hence the formula of Theorem 2 
holds in -4 @ R,, . But the two sides of the formula are linear maps A -+ A; 
if they coincide In all localizations, they must be equal. Thus, we have the 
result in general. 
THEOREM 4. Let A be a $nite Hopf algebra ooer any ring. Then for all h 
in A 
S*(h) = 01- (a-lha) - ccl. I 
4. FINITE ORDER OVER RINGS 
To deduce now that S has finite order, we only need to know that group- 
likes have finite order. That, however, seems to be nontrivial, and this final 
section is devoted to proving it. 
Until the last step, we assume that il is free of rank rz. Let P be a prime 
ideal of R, and K the fraction field of R/P; then A/PA embeds in A OR K, 
an n-dimensional Hopf algebra over K. Over fields we know the group-likes 
form a group of at most rz elements, so if g is a group-like of A the class of 
g n* is trivial modulo PA. Now nP = N is the nilradical of R, and since A is 
free we have n(PA) = NA; the elements of XA are nilpotent. Thus g”! = 
1 + h with h nilpotent. 
We next need to introduce some commutativity. Recall that the group- 
likes of A are the algebra homomorphisms A* -+ R; indeed, for any commu- 
tative R-algebra T the group-likes of A @a T are the T-algebra maps 
A* $J)R T + T, which naturally correspond to the R-algebra maps rZ * --f T. 
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Let J be the ideal of A* generated by commutators &I - $?, and set 
H = A”/]; clearly H is a commutative R-algebra through which every 
A* -+ T factors. Automatically H is a Hopf algebra; it is a finitely presented 
R-module, though not necessarily projective; and group-likes of A @ T 
correspond to homomorphisms H -+ T. 
Suppose for the moment that R contains the rationals Q, so that each 
fraction field K from RIP contains Q. Then each H 3 K is a finite-dimen- 
sional commutative Hopf algebra in characteristic zero, so by a standard 
theorem H @ K is an unramified (separable) K-algebra [2, p. 2551. But this 
means [2, p. 1071 that H itself is an unramified R-algebra. Hence, the homo- 
morphisms of H into the local ring Rp are determined by their reductions 
modulo the maximal ideal [2, p. 1071. As dim(H 0 K) < rank d = tz, there 
are at most n homomorphisms to K, and so at most II group-likes in A @ R, . 
Hence a group-like g in iz satisfies g”! = 1, since it does so everywhere 
locally. 
With no assumption on R, now, we have g”’ = 1 + h with k nilpotent. 
Form A &z Q; it is a finite Hopf algebra over the ring R (& Q, which if 
nontrivial contains Q. By the previous argument g’” ! and 1 agree in a4 @z Q, 
and hence ph = 0 for some integer Q f 0. Then (gnl)Q = 1 L qh + ... 
differs from 1 by a multiple of hg. That multiple of 13” is again annihilated by 4, 
and when we raise to qth power again the result differs from 1 by a multiple 
of IV. Since h is nilpotent, we eventually get a power of g equal to 1. 
By a technical device we can get a bound on the order independent of g. 
A free rank nHopf algebra, once a basis is chosen, is given by a certain number 
of matrices (describing the linear maps of the structure) whose entries satisfy 
certain polynomial equations (the axioms). Adjoin to Z one indeterminate 
for each possible matrix entry, and divide by the ideal generated by the poly- 
nomial equations. This gives a ring A, and a “generic” rank n Hopf algebra A, 
over R, . Any ;1 over R free of rank n is isomorphic to A, OR0 A for some 
homomorphism R, --+ R (choose a basis of /I, and send the generic matrix 
entries to the ones occurring for J). Let H,, be the algebra A,*/J. The 
identity map HO + HO corresponds to a group-like element g, of -4,, @.R HO . 
By construction any group-like element of d, @so R comes from ai R,- 
homomorphism H,, - R, and thus is an image of g, . Hence, the order of 
g, is an exponent killing all group-likes in all free Hopf algebras of rank n. 
Finally, let A be any finite Hopf algebra. We can as before find ri with 
A @ R,i free; let n be the largest of the ranks occurring. Taking least common 
multiples from our last result, we get an exponent that kills group-likes in all 
free Hopf algebras of rank +; raising a group-like in ,4 to that power yields 1, 
since it does so everywhere locally. 
THEOREM 5. Let A be a fkite Hopf algebra over a ring R. Then the group- 
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like elements of A have jinite order; indeed, their order is less than a bound 
independent of R and depending only on the largest of the local ranks of A. 1 
If R has no nilpotents, or contains Q, the bound is the same as it would be 
over fields. Whether this is always true is not known, even in the more 
familiar case where A* is commutative, though for -4 and A* both commu- 
tative it was proved by Deligne [7, p. 41. But in any case we have all we need 
to draw our final conclusion from Theorem 4. 
THEORESI 6. Let A be a$nite Hopf algebra over any ring. Then its antipode 
has finite order. I 
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